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BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
Application of Liberty Utilities (CalPeco
Electric) LLC (U 933 E) for Approval of its
2017 Transportation Electrification Proposals.

Application 17-06 -__
(Filed June 30, 2017)

APPLICATION OF LIBERTY UTILITIES (CALPECO ELECTRIC) LLC (U 933 E)
FOR APPROVAL OF ITS 2017 TRANSPORTATION ELECTRIFICATION
PROPOSALS
I.

INTRODUCTION
Pursuant to Articles 2 and 3 of the California Public Utilities Commission’s

(“Commission”) Rules of Practice and Procedure (“Rules”) and Commissioner Carla Peterman’s
September 14, 2016 Assigned Commissioner’s Ruling Regarding the Filing of Transportation
Electrification Applications Pursuant to Senate Bill 350 in Rulemaking (R.) 13-11-007 (“ACR”),
Liberty Utilities (CalPeco Electric) LLC (“Liberty CalPeco”) hereby respectfully files this
application for Commission approval of its 2017 transportation electrification (“TE”) proposals,
as described herein (“Application”). Liberty CalPeco’s proposal consists of this Application and
supporting testimony.
II.

SUMMARY OF LIBERTY CALPECO’S REQUESTS
Liberty CalPeco requests Commission approval of its 2017 TE proposals, which consist of

the following projects: (1) DC Fast Charger Project; (2) Residential Charger Installation Rebate
Program; (3) Small Business Charger Installation Rebate Program; (4) Customer Online Resource
Project; and (5) EV Bus Infrastructure Program.
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III.

ORGANIZATION OF LIBERTY CALPECO’S TESTIMONY
Liberty CalPeco’s testimony submitted in support of this Application is comprised of three

chapters, summarized as follows:
Chapter 1 – Policy and Program Objectives provides Liberty CalPeco’s summary of its
proposed projects and programs, its vision of its role in TE, and how its proposals comply with the
guidance and requirements of the ACR and contribute to meeting the State of California’s
environmental goals.
Chapter 2 – Liberty CalPeco’s TE Portfolio describes Liberty CalPeco’s proposed
programs, with a description of each program, the gaps or problems the program addresses, and
the program’s benefits and costs.
Chapter 3 – Program Cost Recovery describes Liberty CalPeco’s proposed methodology
for program cost recovery. Liberty CalPeco proposes the establishment of a TE Balancing
Account (“TEBA”) to record capital and O&M expenses for 2017 and 2018. Additionally Liberty
CalPeco proposes recovery of post-2018 capital and O&M expenses in its 2019 General Rate Case
(“GRC”), which will be filed in 2018.
IV.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Liberty CalPeco is proposing a set of programs to help the state meet its ambitious climate

change goals aimed at improving air quality and reducing greenhouse gas (“GHG”) emissions.
Liberty CalPeco’s TE projects are designed to reduce the use of fossil fueled vehicles (a large
contributor to GHG emissions) in its service territory by encouraging the use of electric vehicles
(“EVs”).
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Liberty CalPeco’s TE Projects
i.

Priority Review Programs

Liberty CalPeco proposes four programs for priority review:1
1.

DC Fast Charger (“DCFC”) Project – This program proposes to deploy and operate
five to nine DCFC sites. The program aims to increase EV adoption for both fulltime and part-time residents in Liberty CalPeco’s service territory by providing
readily-available charging capability.

2.

Residential Charger Installation Rebate Program – This program will provide a
rebate of up to $1,500 to the first 1,000 residential customers who qualify for and
enroll in the program. The program is designed to incentivize the installation of
home EV chargers by providing an offset for the customers’ hardware, permitting,
and installation costs. To encourage participation in disadvantaged communities,
Liberty CalPeco will reserve 100 of the 1,000 potential rebates for existing lowincome California Alternative Rates for Energy (“CARE”) customers.

3.

Small Business Charger Installation Rebate Program – This program will provide
a rebate of up to $2,500 for the first 100 customers that enroll in and meet the
requirements of the program. The Small Business Charger Installation Rebate
Program is designed to incentivize the installation of EV chargers by providing an
offset for the hardware, permitting, and installation costs.

1

/
“Priority Review” projects are projects and investments that are not controversial and which should
be reviewed and approved on an expedited basis: “In order to expedite the priority review projects and
investments, these should be non-controversial in nature, and limited to no more than $4 million in costs
per project, with a total funding limit of $20 million for each utility. The priority review projects and
investments can be of a short duration (up to one year), as opposed to other projects and investments
proposed which should be two to five years in duration…. All other proposed projects and investments that
do not meet the above criteria for priority review, will be reviewed using the normal timeline for the review
of an application filed with the Commission.” See ACR, at 31-32.
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4.

Customer Online Resource Project – Liberty CalPeco proposes the development of
a web-based information resource, available on Liberty CalPeco’s website, which
will provide current and prospective EV owners with a convenient, easily
accessible source for a wealth of EV-related information. The site will include
information to educate customers on EVs, charging requirements, charger locations
within Liberty CalPeco’s service territory, federal and state rebate programs for EV
purchases, Liberty CalPeco’s charger installation rebate programs, Liberty
CalPeco’s Time of Use (“TOU”) rates, and other valuable information –
information that, hopefully, will increase customers’ awareness of, and likelihood
of purchasing, EVs.
ii.

Standard Review Program

Liberty CalPeco proposes one program for standard review – the EV Bus Infrastructure
Program. In this long-range program, Liberty CalPeco will install, build, own and operate
charging stations at a Tahoe Transportation District (“TTD”) site to enable overnight charging for
EV buses that TTD intends to add to its fleet in the coming years.
Forecast Costs and Cost Recovery
i.

Forecast Costs

Liberty CalPeco forecasts approximately $6 million in capital expenditures and $0.2
million in operations and maintenance (“O&M”) expenses to be incurred for its TE projects, if all
programs are approved by the Commission. Changes in the timing of approval or implementation
of any of the proposed programs would change the estimated costs.
ii.

Cost Recovery

Liberty CalPeco proposes to establish a Transportation Electrification Balancing Account
(“TEBA”) to record capital and O&M expenses incurred in 2017 and 2018. Liberty CalPeco will
4

include these recorded costs in its 2019 GRC, to be recovered in rates over a to-be-determined
period, depending on the extent of the recorded costs.
For costs in 2019 and beyond, Liberty CalPeco proposes including the capital and O&M
costs related to the TE Program in the 2019 GRC, which is planned to be filed in March 2018 and
result in the Commission setting rates for 2019-2021.
iii.

Rate Impacts

Due to the unknown timing of when Liberty CalPeco’s proposed programs will be
approved and completed, an estimate of proposed rate impacts cannot be forecast at this time. The
rate impact of Liberty CalPeco’s TE Program will be included in the GRC application.
V.

INFORMATION REQUIRED BY COMMISSION RULES
Identification of Statutory Authority
This Application is filed pursuant to Rules 2.1 and 3.2 and the Commission’s prior

decisions, orders, and resolutions.
Legal Name and Principal Place of Business; Correspondence or
Communication Regarding this Application
Liberty CalPeco is a California limited liability company. It has its principal place of
business at 933 Eloise Avenue, South Lake Tahoe, California 96150.
All correspondence and communications regarding this Application should be addressed
or directed as follows:
Daniel W. Marsh
Manager of Rates & Regulatory Affairs
Liberty Utilities (CalPeco Electric) LLC
9750 Washburn Road
Downey, CA 90241
Telephone: (562) 299-5106
Email: Dan.Marsh@libertyutilities.com

Joseph H. Park
Director of Legal Services
Liberty Utilities (California)
9750 Washburn Road
Downey, CA 90241
Telephone: (562) 299-5120
Email: Joe.Park@libertyutilities.com
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Scoping Memo; Categorization; Hearings; Issues to be Considered; and
Proposed Schedule
Pursuant to Rule 2.1(c), CalPeco proposes the following categorization, need for hearings,
issues to be considered, and proposed schedule.
i.

Proceeding Category

Rule 1.3(e) of the Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure defines “ratesetting”
proceedings as “proceedings in which the Commission sets or investigates rates for a specifically
named utility (or utilities), or establishes a mechanism that in turn sets the rates for a specifically
named utility (or utilities).” This Application will include the investigation of rates, and includes
Liberty CalPeco’s proposal for a “mechanism” that will influence the setting of rates in future
applications. Therefore, for purposes of Rule 2.1, Liberty CalPeco proposes that this proceeding
be categorized as ratesetting.
ii.

Need for Hearings

The need for hearings in this proceeding, and the issues to be considered in such hearings,
will depend in large part on the degree to which any party contests Liberty CalPeco’s requests in
this Application. Liberty CalPeco’s proposed procedural schedule below assumes evidentiary
hearings will not be held; however, the need for hearings will be determined by the assigned
Administrative Law Judge.
iii.

Issues to be Considered

The primary issue to be considered in this proceeding is the reasonableness of Liberty
CalPeco’s 2017 TE proposals as described above and in more detail in Liberty CalPeco’s
supporting testimony served concurrently herewith.
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iv.

Proposed Schedule

Liberty CalPeco requests that the Commission approve the following proposed schedule:
Date

Action Item

June 30, 2017

Application file date

July 30, 2017

Protests Due

August 10, 2017

Reply to Protests Due

August 15, 2017

Prehearing Conference

September 25, 2017

Intervenor Testimony Due

October 31, 2017

Rebuttal Testimony Due

December, 2017

Proposed Phase 1 Decision Issued

20 days from the date the
Commission issues
Proposed Decision

Comments Due on Proposed Decision

5 days from the deadline
for filing comments on
Proposed Decision

Reply Comments on Proposed Decision

January, 2018

CPUC issues Final Phase 1 Decision

Organization and Qualification to Transact Business
Pursuant to Rule 2.2, a copy of Liberty CalPeco’s Articles of Organization of Liberty
CalPeco has previously been filed with the Commission as part of A.14-04-037, Exhibit A. A
Certificate of Status for CalPeco issued by the California Secretary of State has previously been
filed with the Commission as part of A.16-12-009.
Statement of Proposed Rate Changes
Due to the unknown timing of when Liberty CalPeco’s proposed programs will be
approved and completed, an estimate of proposed rate impacts cannot be forecast at this time. The
rate impact of Liberty CalPeco’s TE Program will be included and addressed in Liberty CalPeco’s
GRC application, which will be filed in 2018.
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Notice and Service of Application
Cities and counties that would be affected by this Application include the cities and towns
of South Lake Tahoe, Portola, Kings Beach and Markleeville. Counties affected by the rate
changes that will result from the granting of this Application are Nevada, Placer, Sierra, Plumas,
Mono, Alpine and El Dorado. Pursuant to Rule 3.2(b), Liberty CalPeco will mail a notice of the
filing of this Application and a general description of the changes in rates, to each of these
governmental entities and the State of California Attorney General and Department of General
Services within twenty (20) days following the filing of this Application.
Pursuant to Rule 3.2(c), within twenty (20) days following the filing of this Application,
Liberty CalPeco will publish a notice in a newspaper of general circulation in each county in which
the changes proposed here will become effective. This notice will state that a copy of this
Application and related attachments may be examined at the Commission's offices and such offices
of Liberty CalPeco as are specified in the notice.
Pursuant to Rule 3.2(d), Liberty CalPeco will provide a similar notice to all customers
within forty-five (45) days of the filing date of this Application.
In addition, Liberty CalPeco will provide an electronic copy of this Application to each
party with an e-mail address identified in the service list from R.13-11-007.
Safety and Reliability Information
Rule 2.1(c) requires all applications to identify all relevant safety considerations
implicated by the application. One of Liberty CalPeco’s core values is to protect public and
employee safety. All electric infrastructure installed and operated by Liberty CalPeco as part of its
TE Projects will follow Liberty CalPeco’s standard operating procedures to ensure safety.
Additionally, this infrastructure will adhere to applicable technical standards and energy efficiency
recommendations. For any electric installations on the customer side of the meter as part of the TE
8

Projects, Liberty CalPeco will use, and require participating customers to use, a C-10 licensed
electrical contractor. Furthermore, all such installations, whether by Liberty CalPeco or
participating customers, will require appropriate permitting and inspection from the local authority
having jurisdiction (if applicable) in compliance with applicable codes and ordinances.
Index of the Exhibits and Appendices to this Application
Exhibit 1 – TE Application Testimony
Chapter I – Policy and Program Objectives (Phong Nguyen)
Chapter II – Liberty CalPeco’s TE Portfolio (Phong Nguyen)
Chapter III – Program Cost Recovery (Phong Nguyen)
Exhibit 2 – Witness Statement of Qualifications
Witness Statement of Phong Nguyen
APPENDICES
Appendix A – Financial Statements
VI.

CONCLUSION
Based on the foregoing and the supporting testimony concurrently served herewith, Liberty

CalPeco respectfully requests that the Commission approve this Application as filed.
Respectfully submitted,
Daniel W. Marsh
Manager of Rates & Regulatory Affairs
Liberty Utilities (CalPeco Electric) LLC
9750 Washburn Road
Downey, CA 90241
Telephone: (562) 299-5104
Dan.Marsh@libertyutilities.com

/s/ Joseph H. Park
Joseph H. Park
Director of Legal Services
Liberty Utilities (California)
9750 Washburn Road
Downey, CA 90241
Telephone: (562) 299-5120
Joe.Park@libertyutilities.com
Attorney for Liberty Utilities (CalPeco Electric) LLC

Dated: June 30, 2017
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VERIFICATION
I, Gregory S. Sorensen, hereby declare that I am the President of Liberty Utilities (CalPeco
Electric) LLC, that I have read the foregoing Application, and that the information set forth therein
concerning Liberty CalPeco is true and correct to the best of my knowledge, information, and
belief.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the forgoing is true and correct.
Executed this 29th day of June, 2017, at Downey, California

/s/ Gregory S. Sorensen
Gregory S. Sorensen
Liberty Utilities (CalPeco Electric) LLC
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Appendices to Liberty CalPeco’s TE Application

Appendix A – Liberty CalPeco's Financial Statements

